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INTRODUCTION 

Structural design can usually be divided into two parts: 
the evaluation of the forces that must be resisted b,y the structure 
and the determination of stresses which these forces produce. 

For most structures the given forces are known or easilY 
calculated. In the cases of gravity loads and hydrostatic pres
sures the results of the evaluations are precise and unmistakable. 
In the cases of other types of loads, however, considerable uncer
tainty exists regarding the proper magnitudes of the loads to be 
resisted. Examples of the latter are such forces as: lateral 
earth pressures, grain pressures on the walls of silos and bins, 
wind pressures, earthquake forces and impact loads. 

It is the object of this paper to present a method of 
finding such unknown forces b.r measuring the deflections and 
strains produced on a structure b.r these forces and reversing the 
usual order of structural computations. 

ix 



REVIEW OF THEORY 

As the object of this bulletin is an attempt to establish 
the intensities of load by a mathematical interpretation of their 
effects (in terms of stress and strain) on a highly flexible beam, 
it is desirable to review briefly the methods for finding the re
lationships existing between quantities whose corresponding va1ues 
have been obtained by experiments. 

Use of power series-Figure 1 shows a beam, AC, fixed at 
one end ~d simply supported (free to rotate) at the other end. 
This beam is assumed to be subjected to the action of ~ continuous 
load of varying intensity over a portion, BC, of its spAn. In such 
a beam it is known th~t the load intensities can be found by succes
sive differentiation or the dP.flections thus: 

4 

P = El :xl 
If the product EI is const~nt, the following relations 

involving respectively shearing force, v, bending moment, M, slope 
and deflection are obtained by consecutive integrations: 

V = El ~~ • J p dx 

2 J Jpdxdx M = Elg :; 
dx 

EI (slope) = El.!l_ = J J J p dx dx dx dx 

F. I (deflection) = E I y :t J J J J p dx dx dx dx (lb) 

Suitable limits and integration constants must, of course, be in-
troduced. 



2 DETERMINATION OF LOAD DISTRIBUT!OI 

In the case of the beam shown in Figure 1, the load in
tensity is zero on the left portion, AB, and varies on the right 
portion, BC. If it is assumed that this variation can be expressed 
b.Y a polynomial, then Equation 1 can be written for the two parts 
thus: 

AB: 
d4 

El ~ = 0 (2a) 

BC: 

Integrating gives 

(3a) 

\ Anxn+4· 
E 1 Y = L (n + 1)(n +2)(n + a)(n !4) (3b) 

The eight constants of integration in the above equations 
may be determined from the following conditions: 

At A (x • O)a 

At B (x • a): 

At C (x • 1): 

Y = 0, E I:) • MA 

Identi'cal values are obtaine~ from Equations 
(3a) and (3b) for y, H, ~, d!y 

dx dif W 

y = 0 dy = 0 
' dx 

If these conditions are imposed, the values for the co
efficients k and K are readily determined from the resulting eight 
simultaneous equations. The general expressions for these values 
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FIG. I: VARIABLE LOAD INTENSITY ON PORTION OF BEAM. 

Y CD Observed values. 

• Theoretical values. 
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Fig. 2: Curve Fitting. 



4 DETERMINATION OF LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

TABLE I 
GENERAL EXPRESSIONS FOR k's AND K's 
IN TERMS OF a,.£, AND A's 

- A _ J~ __ d __ 3G _ a _ ~ 

= t 
0 n+J n+l n+2 n+4 J 1u 

k,- n (n+J)(n+2)(n+4) n+l 2l(n+2} 2t3 (n+4) 2-t 

\ ~ t"+ 3 a"+3 ta"+2 a"+ 4 l t M 
ks=LA"~In+2lln+Jl(n+4l + 2ln+3l- 4ln+2l- 4t(n+4u-7 

k = 0 4 

K3= An __ a __ l ~ 
tn+3 .t n+2 

2(nt 2Hn + 3)(n +4) 4 (n +2) 



USE OF PO~~ SERIES 

have been listed in Table I and the deflection function for the 
beam can be written thus for the case in Figure 1 for the unloaded 
portion AB~ 

(4a) 

and for the loaded portion BC: 

(4b) 

In these two equations the unknown coefficients, A, can 
be found if a sufficient number of deflections are determined by 
observation. Usually there are more known deflections than unknown 
coefficients; in which case the problem becomes one of finding the 
set of coefficients which will most closely represent the observed 
deflected beam. 

If, as was done in the tests reported in this bulletin, 
the curvature of the beam or a set of bending moments were found 
by direct measurements, the varin.tion of the second derivative 
would be known and only two differentiations would be.required for 
the determination of the variation of load intensity. The number 
of integration constants would be reduced to four, thus 

(5a) 

El • n d2 LA xn+l 
dxl (n + 1) (n +2) 

(5b) 

for the unloaded and the loaded portions of the beam respectively. 
The values of the coefficients k1 , k2 , K1 , K2 are listed in Table I,_ 
and if substituted in Equation 5, the variation of the second deri
vative can be expressed as follows for the portions AB and BC res
pectively: 

2 
Eln 

dx2 
2 Elg. 

dx 

(6a) 

{6b) 



6 DETERMIN.d.TION OF I.OAD DISTRIBUTION 

Method of least squares--There are several methods avail
able for fitting curves to observational data. The most useful and 
the one most frequently applied is the method of least squares. 
This method has the advantage of giving a unique set of va1ues to 
the coefficients A in Equations (4) and (6). Furthermore, the co
efficients fo~~d by least squ~res give the most probable relation
ship in the sense th~t the values of y computed from it are the most 
probable quantities of the observations, if it is ass1~ed that the 
residuals Yi - Yi 0 (see Figure 2) follow the Gaussian law of errors. , 

Referring to Fi~xre 2, the principle of least squAres 
asserts that the ·curve which will best represent the observational 
data is th~.t for which the sum of the squares of the residuals 

I(Yi- Yi,o )
2 

; i = I, 2,3, 00 00 

is a minimum. It follows that the unknown coefficients can be 
found qy differentiating this quantity with respect to each one of 
them and equating to zero, thus 

= 0 

I a(Y.-Y. ) ( y. - y. ) I 1,0 = 0 
I t,O oA 

2 (7) 

. . . . . . 
Completing the differentiAtions gives 

I{yi- Yi,o) f1lx) = 0 

I ( y, -y, ) f~ X l = 0 
I 1,0 

(8) 

These equations are subsequently solned for A A A 
- V' •"'-1, 2, 3' • • •• 



DETERMINATION OF LOAD DIAGRAM 

From the gener~l expressions for beam deflections and 
vature,more specific relationship can be derived when distances, 

ions and elastic properties are known. Figure 3 illustrates 
length, size and loaded portion of the aluminum plate which was 
in the tests reported in this bulletin. As the modulus of 

sticity of the aluminum w~s found to equa.l 9, 774,500 pounds per 
~quare inch, the product of modulus of elasticity ~nd the moment of 
inertia will equal 

.L x(..l~)3 
::EI = 9.7745 x 106 x 122 x ~ = 11.0479 lb-ft2 

per 1n. width 
I~ 

In the following,this numerical value has been substituted 
in Equa.tions ( '-~) arid ( 6). 

Deflection function--If it is assumed that the variation 
of load intensity on the aluminum plate in Figure 3 can be satis

' factorily represented by a third degree polynomial, then Equation 
(2b) can be written 

A A A 2 Ax3 p : 0 + IX + 2X + . "'3 
(9) 

condition 

A = -3A - 9A - 27 A o I 2 3 
(10) 

ch follows from the assumption that p • 0 for x • 3, elimi
s the coefficient A0 from the deflection function, Equations 

4a) and (4b). In the following, numerical values of 1 • 5.5 feet, 
• 3 feet, and n a 3 feet have been substituted in the general 

expressions in Table I. Thus,for AB in Figure 3, 

y = A1(.05357x- .00222x3) + ~(.37833x - .01553x3) 

+ A
3
( 2.03275 x + .08287x3) 

+MA (-.12445 X+ .04526 x -.00411 x3) (11) 



8 DETERMINATION OF LOAD DISTHIBQTION 
and for the portion BC1 

y = A1( -.18328 + .35904x- .20365 x2 + .06567 x3 - .01132 x4 

+.00075x5
) + A2(-.91641 + 1.84459x- .91642x2 

+.256x3
- .03395x4 + .00025x6 ~ + A

3
(-3.53473 

+ 7.53123x - 3.2991 x2 + .83354x3 - .10184x4 + .00011 x7 ) 

+- MA(-.12445x + .0452Sx2 - .00411 x3 ) 

\ 

I 
I 

' ' ' \ 
' ' \ 

\ 
I 
I 
I 

a=3· 

.. .... 
\ ...... . 
'. ~=- ·:.:·:.·.· ·.: ·. ·: :.:.·· 
~ ·:_· : > .:. : ; . : :- .. 
I. . • . . ,._· .. · .. 

. . . . . . . ·. 

Fig. 3. 

Beam ·· Dimensions 

{=s.s' 

(12) 



DETERJaNATION OF LOAD DIAGRAM 9 

Curvature £unction--In the case of curvature measurements 
or recording of bending strains, it was shown that only two integra
tions were necessar.y for the d~termination of load intensities from 
observed quantities. B.r substitution of the numerical values shown 
in Figure 3, the two expressions, Equations (6a) and (6b), become 
for AB and BC respectively 

+ MA (.09052- .02468 X ) (13) 

and 
d2 
5!1 - A1(-.4073 + .39401x- .13579x2 + .01508x3 ) d7-

+ A2( -1.83284 + 1.53598 x - .40738x2 + .00756 x3
) 

+ MA (.09052 - .02468 x ) (14) 
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TEST APPAR.ATUS 

Earth oresst~e box--Th~ l~teral earth prAsst~~s were pro
duced by dry sand inside a box of dimensions 14 feet long, 6 feet 
wide ann 6 feet deep. As the box was loc~ted in ~ room of constant 
temperature, there wer~ no changes of the latter during the tests. 

The genera.l :rrrangt?ment of the earth presstirP box is 
shovm in Figure 4. Constructed of wood, it was divided into two 
equal compartments by a flexible aluminum pl::~te of 1/8-inch thick
ness in the middle. The plate was fixed at the top and simply sup
ported on a horizontal steel angle at the top of the box; it ex
tended beyond this top support a distance of one foot. At the end 
of this overhang ::~nd in the center, a steel wire rope w::~s attached, 
which was then carried over a pulley attached to one end of a sprin~ 

dial balance. The other end of the spring b::~lR..'1Ce was attached to 
a threaded rod which could move in either direction through a. hole 
by tightening or loosening a nut in th~ form of a hnnd wheel. Thus, 
any degree of tension could be i:nparted to the wire rope by rot.:-~t

ing the hand wheel, and the tension could be read on the dial of 
the spring balance. This tension was transmitted, through the pul
ley, to the end of the one-foot ow~rhang of the plate, thereby rro
viding a bendinr, moment at the top support of the flexible allL~inurn 

partition pln te. Thus, by vrtrying the tension in the wire rope, anY 
desired amount of bending moment could be imp::~rted to the top end 
of the aluminum pl~te. In the two side walls of the box ;:1jacent 
to the two edges of the flexible p::~rtition wqll, two glass windows, 
each six inches wide and extending the full heip,ht of the box, were 
provided to facilitate observation of deflection :-tnd its me::~sure
ment. Each glass window was etched with vertical lines one-half 
inch apart and horizontal lines one i~ch apart for convenience of 
meas~ement of deflections. -\t each edge, the deflections were al
ways measured from the central vertical line on the glas~ window, 
and the difference between the initial no-lo:::Jd readinr ~md the reeld
ing under load was the actu.ql deflection due to th::tt load. 

Figure 5 shows a.n end view of the box which w.qs provided 
with ladders for gaining access into the box. A considerable amount 
of bracing was incorporated in the box to enable it to withstand 
the lateral pressure from the sand on its sides. 

Measurements of deflectjons--The horizontal displacements 
of the aluminum membrane were recorded by direct measurements 
through the two glass panes on the sides of the box. A steel scale 
graduated to one-hundredth of an inch was used. Since the measure
ments had to be made through the glass plate, cqre had to be exer
cised to see that there was no error due to parallax while taking 



12 DETERVINATION OF LOt\D DIS'J'RIBt'TION 

Figure 5. End view of earth pressure box. 

a reading. Deflections were measured in this way at one-inch in
tervals along the whole length of the plate and along both edges 
of the plate. 

Recording of bending strains--For measurement of bending 
strain~ electrical resistance strain gages (SR-4 gages) were at
tached to both surfaces of the plate, according to the scheme shown 
in Figure 6. By this arrangement, corresponding to each gage on 
one face of the plate, there was another gage located exactly op
posite to the former on the other fa.ce of the plate. Thus., when 
two such matching gages were connected, one to ·the terminals marked 
"measuring gage" and the other to the terminals marked "compensat
ing gage," then the reading obtained in the strain indicator showed 
twice the value of the maximlli~ strain due to bending moment. In 
this arrangement, one gage compensates the other for temperAture 
effects, for effects due to direct tension and for effects due to 
direct compression, since both the gages are equally affected b,y 
all these effects. Hence, the above arrangement of gages, with one 
gage exactly opposite to another, measures purely bending strains, 
eliminAting all other effects. It also magnifies the readings qy 
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::{ f·1ctcr of two. Figure 7 explrdns the necess~;ry switchboard con
nection~, by ffiC';:'Jns of which e!lch p!:!.ir of corresponding gages could 
bP connected to the str~in indic~tor by a single oper~tion of plug
ging into a rroper socket, one socket being m~rked on the switch
board for each pair of g::tges. Three-way- jacks were used for this 
purpose. Since the contacts, however, were not as perfect as one 
would require in measurements with str:tin g;q_ges, the arrangement 
was modified qy providing three binding posts, connected to the 
three terminals of each jack, ~nd three wires were used to connect 
each trio of binding posts in turn to three termina.ls of the strain 
indicator. This meant binding of three wires every time .1. reading 
w~s taken, inste!:!.d of just pluggi~g in a plug; but this additionn.l 
labor was justified by the accuracy attai!'led thereby in the readings. 
The strain indic8tor used could me::tsure a str!lin as small 9.S one
millionth of an inch per inch. 

In order to deri VP R rel.s.tionship betiveen curv~ture c:1nd 
bending str1i!1s, it should be recalled th[lt the r.J.dins of curv!"lture, 
R, is equ.1.l to th~ distance of the out~rmost fibo;r .!'rom the neutral 
r1:xis, y, divided by the maximum fiber str!li!'l, e, thus 
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= J_ 
R = 

DRTERMIN ATION OF LO ·~ D DISTRIBUTION 

..!.. 
y 

If R is measured in feet, e in micro-inches per inch ~d 
y in inches, it is seen that 

...L 
R 

: 12 X 

The thickness, Zy, of the aluminum plate is one-eighth 
of an inch,and the recorded strain is twice the actual strain, hence 

if = 0.000096 e 

where e is the strain indicator reading. 

STRAIN 
INDICATING 
INSTRUMENT. 

(a) 

(lS) 

(b) 
CONNECTIONS TO A TYPICAL JACK. WHEATSTONE S BRIDGE FORMED WHEN 

PLUG IS IN JACK NO.5. 

FIG. 7.( a ),ill 
DIAGRAMS EXPLAINING SWITCH-BOARD 

CONNECTIONS. 



TEST APPARATUS 15 

Figure 8. Instrument for curvature measurement. 

Curv~ture readings--For measurement~ of curv~tures of 
the deflected plate, a small instrument w.'3.s built which made use 
of an Ames' dial reading to the nearest one-thousandth of an inch. 
A steel frame was designed to house the Ames' dial. This steel 
frame had on one side two small legs attached one inch apart; 
exactly midway between these two legs,there W8S an opening in 
the frame through which the movable leg of the Ames' dial could 
move when housed in the frame. Thus, when the Ames' dial W::)S 

~lamped within this frame by means of three screws, it became an 
instrument with three le~s in a row: two fixed lers of same length 
one inch apart, and a movable leg exactly midw.qy between the two 
fixed ones, the movement of which w~s ~hawn hy the Am~s' di~l. 
Figure 8 shows a view of the instrum~nt. When the instrum~nt was 
held with all its legs resting on a curved surface ::md with the 
central leg approximately perpendicular to the surface, the ~mes' 
dial registered the movement of the center leg relative to the 
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FIG.9. 

DSTfi:Rl-/I:JATTCN OF LOtiD DISTRI:gUTICN 

fixed outer legs. This movement 
would be approximately proportional 
to the curvatur!~ of the surface in 
the direction along which the three 
legs were alignP-d. The exact re
laticn between this movement and 
curvature is found as follows. 

If, in Figure 9, A and B 
are the positions of the fixed legs 
and C is trJE.t of the central movA-ble 
leg, it follows that 

.1... = 
8b 

= 
NOTATION FOR CURVATURE MEASUREMENT. R 3 dx 

where R is the radius of curvgt1rre. Since the distA.nce c is equal 
to or.e inch and b2 is extremely small, it follows that 

j_ = 8 b 
R 

If the radius of curvature is to be listed in feet and b 
is recorded as dial readings, it is seen that 

j_ 
R = 0.096b (16) 

For measurements of curv~tliTe,tte dial was s0t to zero 
when the legs were supported on a plain gl~ss surface. 

Test procedure--It was essential, for the study of varia
tion of pressure due to wall movement, that immediately after the 
sand had been placed the wall should be !=tpproximately vertical along 
the portion in ccnt8ct with the sand, allowing it to deflect subse
quently by varying the restraining moment at the top. To achieve 
this object,a set of wooden bracings at different heights was pro
vided on the side of the plate opposite to the sand filling, which 
kept the plate from deflecting while the sand was being filled. 
After the sand had been placed to a depth of 30 inches, just enough 
moment was applied to the top (by pulling the wire rope) to loosen 
the braces. The bracing was subsequently removed and the wall re
mained nearly vertical, due to the bending moment at the top. The wall 
was next allowed to deflect to different degrees qy diminishing 
the bending moment at the top, qy means of the hand wheel at the 
end of the "'"rire rope. Since the turning of the hand wheel moved 
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the end of the wire rope vnry slcwly, thP ch;mp;e in tension W:=iS 

Rlways slow and gr1clt:.':!l, U11~:: elirdn:tinf: .!:lny vibr~tion due to R 
sudden chT1f.C: in the b€'::1ding rnom~nt -1t thP. top. Fir,urc lC shows 
thr ~t.t!J.C'~;ment Of t~iP wir0 r0p0 :J.t tl'~e top. 

Figure 10. Top view of loaded rnerr:br~ne. 



TEST OBSERVATIONS 

Sequence of loadini--Figure 11 shows the various loading 
conditions to which the aluminum plate in the earth pressure box was 
subjected. After the initial readings had been recorded for deflec
tions, curvatures and str!iin gages, sand was filled behind the plate 
up to a height of 30 inches above the bottom. At the same,time a 
bending moment was applied at the top of such magnitude that the 
temporary bracings, which had been in place during the process or 
filling, could be readily removed. This is call~d Case 1. 

MA= 36.23 ft-lb/ft. 29.85 ft-lb/ft. 24.29 ft-lb/ft. _Q_ 

Case 2 3 4 

Case 6 7 8 

FIG. II. 

THE DIFFERENT CASES OF LOADING OBSERVED. 
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After completion cf readings for Case 1, the restraining 
moment e1t the top was reduced by approximately twenty per cent. 
This further increased the deflections, and curv~tures ~d strains 
Rlso changed. This is called Case 2. 

Subsequently, an addi tion,'ll reducticn of the restraining 
moment, accompanied by increased deflections, was effected and is 
called Case 3. 

The complete removal of any restraining moment at th~ top 
resulted in further ch~mge in strnins and stresses qnd is called 
Case h. 

Next, the sand behind the plate w~s subjected to vibr1-
ticns by delivering to both the plate anr1 the sides of the box a· 
rapid succession of blows from a harr..mer. This temporary reduction 
of internal friction in the s~.nd incre~sed the pressure and is 
J..qbeled Case 5. 

Finally, attempts were made to produce passive rP.sist;mce 
in the sand by restorinp: in succession the restra.ining moments of 
Case 3, Case 2, and Case 1, so as to press the wall more and more 
against the masfO of the s.and. These three conditions h'i.ve been 
named Case 6, Case 7, ~nd Case 8, resp2ctively. 

Rrcords of observ.,tinns--The glass panes in the earth 
pressure box (see Figure 4) 'Nere -r::rovided with horizontal lines 
spaced vertically-one inch. Deflections of the aluminum plate 
were measured along each one of these lines. Table II lists the 
~verages of the deflections on both sides of the box at intervrtls 
of three inches. Positive quantities in this t~ble indicnte dis
placements in the same dirPction as the load is a..cting; negative 
quantities are in the opposite direction. Because the changes in 
the deflections due to the applic~tions of moments in Csses 6, 7, 
and 8 were extremely small, only those of Cases 1 to 5 inclusive 
were recorded. 

Curvature measurements were mAde at intervals of one 
inch along a vertical line on the unloaded side of the Rluminum 
plate, three inches from the center line (which was occupied by 
the electrical strain gages). The me~!'lurements hnve been listed 
for intervals of three inches in Table III. C'urv~ture me::jsure
ments were recorded only for Cases 1 to 5 inclusiveo 

Net str~in gage readin~s are listed in Table IV. The 
distances to the various gages are gi wm in Figure 6. By record
ing for both initial and "under lo~d" readings the differences be
tween the outside and the inside strain griges, a mngnific::~tion 
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TABLE II 

Mean Net Deflection in Inches 

Distl3nce 
from top 

support (in.) 1 2 3 4 5 

3 -0.645 -0.625 -0.435 0.295 0.36o 
6 -1.100 -1.035 -0.740 0.590 0.720 
9 -1.380 -1.320 -0.920 0.840 1.045 

12 -1.545 -1.475 -l.C)l5 1.075 1.340 
15 -1.585 -1.$20 -1.035 1.285 1.6o5 
18 -1.535 -1.470 -0.980 1.470 1.830 
21 -1.400 -1.340 -0.880 1.620 2.025 
24 -1.200 -1.160 -0.740 1.740 2.175 
27 -0.960 -o.920 -0.570 1.825 2.285 
30 -0.700 -o.675 -0.385 1.875 2.350 
33 -0.430 -0.415 -0.195 1.890 2.370 
36 -o.l70 -O.l6o 0 1.880 2.350 
39 0.060 0.075 0.170 1.830 2.285 
42 0.250 0.250 0.310 1.735 2.165 
45 0.370 0.380 0.410 1.590 1.980 
48 0.435 0.~50 0.465 1.400 1.740 
51 0.450 0.450 0.470 1.160 1.435 
54 0.390 o.hoo 0.410 0.880 1.090 
57 0.290 0.300 0.310 0.590 0.740 
6o 0.170 0.170 0.180 0.325 0.400 
63 0.055 0.055 o.o60 0.095 0.120 
66 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE III 

Curv;,.Lure Readings 
Bi~e, b (see Fig-ure 9) in 1/lOCJO Inch 

Distance Case from top 
support (in.) 1 2 3 4 5 

3 +2.8 +2.5 +1.8 -o.2 -0.3 

6 +2.6 +2.3 +1.7 -0.3 -o.3 

9 +2.2 +1.9 +1.3 -o.5 -o.4 

12 +1.7 +1.6 +1.1 -o.6 -o.6 

15 +1.5 +1.4 +1.1 -o.4 -0.5 

13 +0.9 +1.1 +0.8 -0.7 -0.7 

21 +0.6 +0.8 +0.5 -o.B -0.8 

24 +0.3 +0.3 +0.2 -o.8 -0.9 

27 +0.2 +0.1 0 -0.8 -0.9 

30 +0.1 +0.1 -0.1 -o.7 -0.8 

33 -o.4 -0.1 -0.1 -0.7 -0.8 

36 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.9 -1.0 

39 -1.2 -o.9 -0.8 -1.0 -1.0 

42 -1.2 -1.1 -1.0 -0.9 -1.1 

45 -1.2 -1.1 -0.9 -0.9 -0.9 

48 -C.9 -o.B -0.9 -o.? -0.8 

51 -0.8 -0.9 -0.8 -o.6 -0.6 

54 -0.1 -0.9 -0.1 -0.3 -0.4 

57 -c.5 -0.6 -0.6 -0.1 0 

6o 0 0 0 +0.1 +0.9 

63 +0.5 +0.5 +0.6 +1.4 +1.7 

66 
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TABLE IV 

Net Strain Gage Readings in Micro-Inches Per Inch 

Gage 
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 2443 2163 1493 - 237 - 273 1111 1566 2035 
2 1990 1861 1330 - 338 - 402 740 1096 1430 

3 1288 1272 951 -· 430 - 540 142 402 613 
4 1033 657 493 - 535 - 668 - 411 - 263 - 150 

5 8 - so - 45 - 665 - 822 - 898 - 905 - 875 
6 - 737 - 687 - 511 - 723 - 907 -1310 -1430 -1518 

7 -1053 -1032 - 819 - 751 - 969 -1499 -1670 -1838 
8 - 944 - 974 - 916 - 698 - 824 - 957 -1051 -1164 
9 - 573 - 593 - 606 - 253 - 185 - 179 - 201 - 245 

10 235 245 .252 899 1132 1135 1150 1162 

11 2006 1967 2032 3026 3166 3133 3139 3172 
5E - 7 18 24 - 596 - 757 - 768 - 752 - 731 
5w - 38 - 27 - 28 - 622 - 792 - 826 - 815 - 792 

lOE 185 199 179 911 1132 1162 1178 1182 
lOW 197 204 192 929 1186 1232 12u8 1262 

factor of two was obtained. For this reason,the quantities in 
Table IV will represent twice the actual strains. 

Auxiliary tests--The modulus of elasticity for the alumi-
num was determined from a load-strain diagram of a small beam 
specL~en having a width of 1 inch, a thic~ness of 1/8 inch, a span 
of 6 inches and loaded at the one-third points by a total load P. 
It is readily seen that 

E = .L 
€ 

where € is the maximum strain and f is the maximum bending stress. 
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Since 

f = Me -,- = 
iPx2x-rn
ff X ( t )3 

the modulus of 01A~ticity will be 

E = 384 f 

23 

= 384P 

(17) 

The str.!lins, £ , were r~corded by el~ctrical rcsisbmc8 g!lges and 
the relationship between P gnd £ w,1s plottorl !is s'l1own in Fip.1.1re 1?.. 
The modulus of elasticity for the ::~lur.:inur.1 pl.-~t8 wRs found to equal 
9,774,500 pounds per squ~re inch. 

In order to determine the rtnfle of intPrn;;.l friction for 
the sand, dirert she~r test;; wr:rP m:ode in Rccord~nce w:ith sbmd.qrd 
pr~.ctice for th~sc tests. These tests indicgtnn ::~ moan value 
(/) = 35 degrees for this qu::~nti ty. 

40 

10 

Strain: Micro- inches/ inch. 

500 1000 
FIG. 12. 

TEST RESULTS FOR DETERMINING 
THE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY. 
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COMPUTATIONS 

The methods by which the load intensities can be deter
mined from the observed deflections and strains have been explained 
in a previous section. The numerical calculations by which the 
load intensiti9s were derived are listed in the following. 

Use of deflections--Although the deflections of the 
aluminum plate were measured at intervals of one inch, it was de
cided to use only every third value for determination of the load 
diagram, and also to restrict the investigation to possible first 
and second degree polynomials. Thus,the expressions for the de
flection become 

between x • 0 and x • 3 feet, and 

y1 := A1F, (x) + ~F2 (x) + MAFm(x) 

between x = 3 feet ~nd x = S.S feet. 

(18a) 

(18b) 

The functions f 1 (x), f 2 (x), •.•. F1 (x), F2 (x), •••• have al
ready been evaluated [see Equations (11) and (12)]. In Table V 
numerical V;J1ues have been found for these functions by substitut
ing for x the distances 3 inches, 6 inches, 9 inches, 12 inches, 
15 inches, •••• Table V also lists the squares and cross-products 
of these n~~erical values. 

(18b) 
The application of Equation (8) to Equations (18a) and 

gives 

A 1 [L{t1(x)f + L;{~<x>}2] + A2 [L f1 (x) t2 (x) + L F1 (x) F2 (x)] 

= - MA [ 2)1 (x) f,Jx) + LF1 (x) F rrfxl] + l..yipf 1(x) + l: yipF
1 
(x) 

and (19) 

AI [,Lt1 (x) t2 (x) + LF1(x) F2(x)] + A2 [L {t2<x>}
2 
+ l: {F2(x)t] 

= - MJL~(x) fm(x) + ,LF2 (x) Fm(x)] + 2>t,Je(x) + 2:Yj,oF2 (x) 



TABLE V 

Evaluation of Coefficients in EguRtion (19) 

X f 1 (x) f 2 (x) (fl(x)]2 [fz(x)] 2 f 1 (x)f2 (x) fm(x) f 1 (x)fm(x) f 2 (x)fm(x) 

3 .16o284 1.131420 .02~691 1.280111 .181349 - .340176 - .0~452~ - .384882 
I" .318096 2.246676 .10118~ ~.047~~3 .714659 - .617100 .196297 - 1.386424 0 -
9 .470916 3.326340 .221762 11.064538 1.566427 - .835392 - • 393399 - 2.778798 

12 .616248 4.352352 .379762 18.942968 2.682128 - .999672 - .616046 - 4.350924 
15 .751620 5.310876 .564933 28.20~404 3.991761 -1.114572 - .837735 - ~.919354 
18 .874536 6.180816 .764813 38.202486 5.40~346 -1.184736 - 1.036094 - 7.322635 
21 .982~00 6.94~900 .96~306 48.24~~27 6.824347 -1.214760 - 1.193502 - 8.Li3760l 
24 1.073016 7.588656 1.1~1363 57.587700 8.142749 -1.209192 - 1.297482 - 9.176142 
27 1.143600 8.091612 1.307821 65.47418~ 9.253567 -1.172988 - 1.341429 - 9.491364 
30 1.191756 8.437272 1.420281 71.187559 10.05~170 -1.110432 - 1~323364 - 9.369017 
33 1.215000 8.608188 1.476225 74·.100901 10.458948 -1.026264 - 1.246911 - 8.831427 
36 1.210824 8o586864 1.466o95 73.734233 10.397151 - .925128 - 1.120167 - 7.943948 

F1 (x) F2 (x) [Fl(x)]2 [Fz(x)] 2 F1 (x)F2 (x) Fm(x) F1 (x)Fm(x) F2 {x)Fm(x) 

39 1.172664 8.3~46o4 1.375141 69.799408 9.797143 - .811632 - .951772 - 6.780864 
42 1.104972 7.899480 1.220963 62.401784 8.728704 - .690420 - .76289~ - 5.453959 
45 1.003572 7.210920 1.007157 51.997367 7.236677 - .566100 - .568122 - 4.C82102 
48 .869352 6.294204 .755773 39.617004 5.471879 - .443328 - .385408 - 2.790397 
51 .706380 5.176272 .498973 26o793792 3.656415 - .326712 - .230783 - 1.691150 
54 .522924 3.914052 .273450 15.319803 2.046752 - .220884 - .115506 - .864551 
57 .332580 2.6o3136 .1106o9 6.776317 .865751 - .130476 - .043394 - .339647 
6o .155316 1.387188 .024123 1.924291 .215450 - .060120 - .009338 - .083398 
63 .018456 .467628 .000341 .218676 .008631 - .014436 - .000266 - .006751 

SUM 15.111767 767.921798 107.701036 -13. 72hli35 -97.488181 
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and computations in Table V reduce these equations to 

where 

15.1118 A
1 

+ 107.7010 A2 = C
1 

107.70IOA
1 

+ 767.9218A2 = C2 

c1 = 13.7244 MA + LY~0f 1 (x) + LyipF1 (x) 

c2 = 97.4882 MA + LY~of2(x) + L~pF2(x) 

(20) 

(21) 

In the case of a first degree lo::J.d curve, as represented 
by the first two terms of Equation (9), it is seen that 

A
1 

= 0.06617 C
1 

A0 = -0.19851 C1 

(22) 

In the case of a second degree load curve both equations 
of Equation (19) are needed and, if solved, give 

A1 = 149.3393 c, - 20.9448 c2 

A2 = -20.9448 c1 + 2.9388 c2 

A
0 

= 259.5147 c
1 

36.3852 c
2 

(23) 

The values for C1 and C2 are computed by means ofTable VI 
and Table VII for Cases 1 to 5 inclusive. The final equations for 
the first degree load curves may be found by the preceding expres
sions and will be 

Case 1 

Case 2 

Case .3 

p = 2.201 (x - 3) 

p = 1.749 (x- 3) 

p 1.576 (x - 3) 
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TABLE VI 

Eva1u::t.tion of C1 from Deflections in Table II 

f 1 (x)y. 
0 

or F1 (x)y. 
~, ~, 0 

c~se 

X 1 2 3 4 5 

3 - .10338 - .10018 - .06972 .04728 .05770 

6 - .34991 - .32923 - .23539 .18768 .22903 

9 - .64986 - .62161 - .43324 .39557 .49211 
12 - .95210 - .90897 - .62549 .66247 .82577 
15 -1.19132 -1.14246 - .77793 .96583 1.20635 
18 -1.34241 -1.28557 - .85705 1.28557 1.60040 

21 -1.37550 -1.31655 - .86460 1.59165 1.98956 

24 -1.28762 -1.24470 - .79403 1.86705 2.33381 

27 -1.09786 -1.05211 - .65185 2.08707 2.61313 
30 - .83423 - .8041.4 - .45883 2.23454 2.80063 

33 - .52245 - .501~23 - .23693 2.29635 2.87955 

36 - .20584 - .19373 0 2.27635 2.84544 

39 .07036 .08795 .19935 2.11t598 2.67954 

42 .27624 .27624 .34254 1.91713 2.39226 

45 .37132 .38136 .41147 1.59568 1.98707 

48 .37817 .39121 .40425 1.21709 1.51267 

51 .31787 .31787 .33200 .81940 1.01366 

54 .20394 .20917 .21440 .46017 .56999 

57 .09645 .09977 .10310 .19622 .24611 
60 .02640 .02640 .02796 .05048 .06213 

63 .00102 .00102 .00111 .00175 .00222 
SUM -8.17071 -7.71277 . -3.96889 24.30131 30.33911 

13.72~A 41.43633 34.13952 27.78054 0 0 

cl 33.26562 26.42675 23.81165 24.30131 30.33911 
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TABLE VII 

Evaluation of C2 from Deflections in Table II 

f2(x)yi o or Fa(x)yi o , , 
Case 

X 1 2 3 1~ 5 

3 - .72977 - .70714 - .49217 .33377 .40731 
6 - 2.47134 - 2.32531 - 1.66254 1.32554 1.61761 
9 - 4.59035 - 4.39077 - 3.06023 2.79413 3.47603 

12 - 6.72438 - 6.41972 - 4.41764 4.67878 5.83215 
15 - 8.41774 - 8.07253 - 5.1~9676 6.82448 8.52396 
18 - 9.h8755 - 9.08580 - 6.05720 9.08580 11.31089 
21 - 9.72426 - 9.30751 - 6.11239 11.25236 14.06545 
24 - 9.10639 - 8.80284 - 5.61561 13.20426 16.50533 
27 - 7.76795 - 7.44428 - 4.61222 14.76719 18.48933 
30 - 5.90609 - 5.69516 - 3.24835 15.81989 19.82759 
33 - 3.70152 - 3.57240 - 1.67860 16.26948 20.~.0141 

36 - 1.46339 - 1.37731 0 16.18339 20.22924 
39 .50128 .62660 1.42028 15.28893 19.09027 
42 1.97487 1.97487 2.44884 13.70560 17.10237 
45 2.66804 2.74015 2.95648 11.46536 14.27762 
48 2.73798 2.83239 2.92681 8.81189 10.95192 
51 2.32932 2.32932 2.43285 6.00448 7.42795 
54 1.52648 1.56562 1.60476 3.44437 4.26632 
57 .75491 • 78094 .80697 1.53585 1.92632 
60 .23582 .23582 .24969 .45o84 ·.55488 
63 .02572 .02572 .02806 .04443 .05612 

SPM -57.33631 -54.08933 -27.57896 172.75078 216.34004 
97.4882MA 294.33290 242.50175 197.33226 0 0 

Ca 236.99659 188.41242 169.75330 172.75078 216.34004 
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case 4 

C~se 5 

p • 1.608 (x - 3) 

p • 2.008 (x - 3) 

29 

(24) 

Similarly the second degree curve~ as found b.Y Equation 
( 23 ), will be 

case 1 p • 4.010 (x - 3) - 0.254 (x2 - 9) 

Case 2 p • 0.284 (x - 3) + 0.206 (x2 - 9) 

Case 3 p . 0.560 (x - 3) + 0.143 (x2 - 9) 
(25) 

Case 4 p • 10.903 (x - 3) - 1.304 (x2 - 9) 

Case 5 p • -0.385 (x - 3) + 0.336 (x2 - 9) 

Curx1ture and moment--It was shown in a previous section 
[Equation (16) that 

d2y 
= 0.096 b 

dx2 

where b indicates the curvature reading (see Figure 9) in one
thousandths of an inch. The above equation can also be written as 

2 
b = 10.417 d ·~ 

dx 
(26) 

If Equations (13) and (14) are substituted for the second 
derivatives in Equation (26), it is found that for 0 ( x ( 3 feet. 

where 

g
1
(x) = -0.13844 x 

g2(x) : -0.9708 8 X 

g,Jx) = +0.94292 - 0.25713 x 

and for 3 feet ( x ( 5.5 feet 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 
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where 

G1 (x) = -4.24269 + 4.10425x- 1.41450x2+ .15708x3 

G2(x) = -19.09294· + 15.99975x- 4.24350x2+ .07875x3 

(30) 

In Table VII~ numerical values have been found for the 
func,tions in Equation (28) and Equation (3d) by substitutine for x 
the distances from the top A to the points where strain gages were 
located, and where curvature readings were obtained by interpola
tion in Table III. Table VIII also lists the squares and cross
products of these numerical values. 

The application of Equation (8) to Equations (27) and 
(29) gives 

and 

A1 [l[g11xl}\ L{G11xlf] + AJI 911xl 9-zlxl + L G11xl Gz!xl] 

= - MA [I 91 (x) IJrrixl + L G1 ( x) G,Jxl] + L b-~1 (x) + L ~p<i1 (x) 

A1 [Lg1(x)g21xl + l:G1(x) Gzlxl] + ~[2:{9-zlxlf + L( Gz!xlf] 

(31) 

= -~[Lg2(x)9m{x) + l:Gz<xlGrJxl] + L~pg2(xl + 2\
0
G2(x) 

The computations in Tf.lble VIII reduce these equations to 

4.037468A1 + 29.813853A2 = c'
1 

29.813853 A1 + 220.342630A2 = c'
2 

(32) 



TABIE VIII 

Evaluation of Coefficients in Egu~_tion (27) 

X g1 (x) g:a(x) (g1(x)J2 [g:a(x)] 2 ~h (x) g:a (x) E;n(x) g1(x)gm(x) g2 (x)gm(x) 

0.5417 - .074992 - .525923 .005624 .276595 .039440 ·i~03632 - .060266 - .422649 
1.0417 - .144210 - 1.011361 .020797 1.002850 .145849 .675070 - .097352 - .682739 
1.5417 - .213429 - 1.496798 .045552 2.240404 .319460 .546507 - .116641 - .818011 
2.0417 - .282648 - 1.982236 .079890 3.929258 .560275 .417945 - .118131 - .828465 
2.5417 - .351867 - 2.467673 .123810 6.089410 .868292 .289382 - .101824 - .714100 

G1 (x) G2 (x) [G1 (x)] 2 [G2 (x)] 2 G1 (x) G2 (x) Grn(x) G1 (x)~(x) G2 (x) C\n(x) 

3.0417 - .425078 - 2.947615 .180691 8.688432 1.252966 .160820 - .068361 - .474034 
3.5417 - .471089 - 3.266564 .221925 10.670440 1.538842 .032257 - .015196 - .105370 
4.0417 - .389837 - 2.733985 .151973 7-474672 1.065808 - .096305 .037543 .263297 
4.5417 - .063509 - .454088 .004033 .206196 .028839 - .224868 .014281 .102110 
5.0417 .625707 4.587040 .391509 21.040938 2.870142 - .353430 - .221144 - 1.621199 
5.5 1.676802 12.597755 2.811665 158.703436 21.123941 - .471271 - .790228 - 5.936954 
SUM 4.037468 220.342630 29.813853 -1.537216 -11.238114 
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where 
C1' = 1.537216 MA + 2:b~0g 1 (x) + l:~,0G 1 (x) 

C2 = 11.238114 MA + Lbi,0g2(x) + 2:~.0G2(x) 

In the case of a first degree load curv~as represented Qy the 
first two terms of Equation (9), it is seen that 

A, = o.24768o' c·, 

A
0 

= -0.74304 c~ 

(33) 

(34) 

In the case of a second degree load curve, both equations of Equa
tion (31) are needed and, if solved, give 

A
0 

= -516.383907c; + 69.829407C~ 

A1 = 289.738880 c; - 39.203637 c~ 

A2 = -39.203637 c~ + 5.'~09056 c~ 
(35) 

The· values for Ci and C~ are computed by means of Table IX and 
Table X .for Cases 1 to 5 inclusive. The final expressions for the 
first degree load curves may be found qy the preceding expressions 
and Equation (91 and will be 

Case 1 p . 1.913082 (x - 3) 

Case 2 p • 1.517864 (x - 3) 

Case J p = 1.575268 (x - 3) 

Case 4 p ::0 

(36) 
1.525746 (x - 3) 

Case 5 p . 1.944959 {x - 3) 

Similarly, the second degree curves as found by Equation 
(35) will be 
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Case 1 p = 16.144574 (x - 3) - 1.927297 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 2 p :r 13.56o225 (x - 3) - 1.630832 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 3 p = 10.269795 (x - ~) - 1.177461 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 4 p • 10.818757 (x - 3) - 1.258508 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 5 p • 9.282910 (x- 3) - 0.993757 (x2 
- 9) 

(37) 

TABLE IX 

Evaluation of Ci from Curvature Reading~ in Table III 

Case 

X 1 2 3 4 5 

0.5417 - .187479 - .168731 - .119987 .022497 .022497 

1.0417 - .237947 - .216315 - .144210 .093737 .100947 

1.5417 - .181415 - .224101 - .160072 .149400 .149400 

2.0417 - .084794 - .084794 - .056530 .211986 .. 240251 

2.5417 0 - .017593 .035187 .246307 .281h93 

3.0417 .403824 .340062 .297555 .361316 .425078 

3.5417 .565307 .518198 .471089 ' .413980 .494643 
4.0417 .350853 .311869 .331361 .253394 .292378 

4.5417 .044456 .053983 .047632 .019053 .022228 

5.0417 .062571 .031285 .031285 .437995 .625707 

5.5 2.347523 1.760642 2.515203 3.940485 5.198086 

SUM 3.082899 2.304505 3.248513 6.160150 7.852708 

l.S37216MA 4.641109 3.823823 3.111580 0 0 

7.724008 6.128328 6.360093 6.160150 7.852708 
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TABLE X 

Evaluation of Ck from Curvature readings in Table III 

Case 

X 1 2 3 4 5 

0.5417 -1.314808 -1.183327 - .841h·n .157777 .1577'17 

1.0417 -1.668745 -1.517041 -1.011361 .657384 .707952 

1.5417 -1.272278 -1.571638 -1.1~2599 1.047759 1.0}~7759 

2.0417 - .594671 - .594671 - .3961.!47 l.h86677 1.684900 

2. 5!~17 0 - .123384 .246767 1.727371 1.974138 

3.0417 2.800234 2.358092 2.063330 2.505472 2.947615 

3.5417 3.919877 3.593220 3.266564 2.939908 3.429892 

1~.0417 2.46o586 2.187188 2.323887 1.777090 2.050488 

4.5417 .317862 .385975 .340566 .136226 .158931 

5.0417 .458704 .229352 .229352 ·3. 210928 4.587040 

5.5 17.636857 13.227643 18.896633 29.6o4725 39.053041 

SUM 22.743618 ·16.991409 23.995215 45.251317 57.799533 

ll.238113MA 33.929717 27.954795 22.747806 0 0 

56.673335 44.946204 46.743021 45.251317 57.799533 

The numerical work for curvature can be applied directly 
to the transformation of strain g~ge readings into pressure in
tensities. A. comparison of Equations (15) and (16) indicates that 
all n1xmerical values pertainine to strains can be obtained by ex
pressing the measured strains, e, in thousandths of an inch per 
inch. Thus, corresponding to Equation (33), will be the following: 

· c; = 1.537216 MA + 2: ei,og1 (x) + L ei,o G1 (x) 

c~ = 11.23811 MA + L ~,o92(x) + L el,o G2(x) 

(38) 



COMPUTATIONS 3S 

The values for Ci and C~,pertaining to strRin g~ge read
ings,have been computed in Table XI and Table XII for C~ses 1 to 8 
inclusive. The final expressions for the first degree load curves 
will be 

Case 1 p = 2.062365 (x - 3) 

Case 2 p :: 1.882746 (x - 3) 

Case 3 p = 1.745018 (x- 3) 

Case 4 p • 1.765985 (x- 3) 
(39) 

Case 5 p = 1.947720 (x - 3) 

Case 6 p :IS 2.708234 (x- 3) 

Case 7 p • 2.886856 (x - 3) 

Case 8 p = 3.103020 (x - 3) 

The final equations for the second degree loa.d curve will 
be 

Case 1 p = 3.627848 (x - 3) - 0.212036 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 2 p = 3.535721 (x - 3) - 0.223881 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 3 p ... 0.882288 (x - 3) + 0.116804 (x2 - 9) 

Case 4 p = 1.032630 (x - 3) + 0.099283 (x2 - 9) 

Case 5 p = 6.063074 (x - 3) - 0.557344 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 6 p = 17.573398 (x - 3) - 2.013123 (x2 
- 9) 

Cr:1se 7 p = 20.019255 (x - 3) - 2.320161 (x2 
- 9) 

Case 8 p = 22.541146 (x - 3) - 2.632412 (x2 
- 9) 

(40) 



TABLE XI 

Evaluation of C~ from Strain Qage Readings in Table IV 

Case 

X (ft) 1 2 3 4 c 6 7 8 / 

--
0.5417 -.183204 -.162207 -.111962 .017773 .020473 -.083316 -.117437 -.152608 
1.0417 -.286978 -.268375 -.191800 .048743 .057973 -.106716 -.158054 -.206221 
1.5417 -.274897 -.271482 -. 202971 .091775 .115251 -.030307 -.085798 -.130832 
2.0417 -.291975 -.185700 -.139345 .151217 .188809 .116168 .074336 .042397 
2.5417 -.002815 .017593 .015834 .233991 .289234 .315967 .318439 .307883 

3.0417 .313283 .292029 .217215 .307331 .385546 .556852 .6o1a62 .645269 
3.5417 .496057 .486164 .385822 .353788 .456485 .706162 .786719 .865862 
4.0417 .368006 .379701 .357090 .272106 .321225 .373074 .409718 .453770 
h.5417 .036391 .037661 .038487 .016068 .011749 .011368 .012765 .Ol556o 
5.0417 .147041 .153298 .157678 .562510 .708300 • 710177 .719563 • 727071 
5.5 3.364714 3.299022 3.407825 5.074787 5.308818 5.253389 5.263653 5.319082 
SUll 3.685623 3.777704 3.933873 7.130107 7.863857 7.822727 7.831766 7.887233 
1.537216MA 4.641109 3.823823 _3.111580 0 . 0 3.111580 3.823823 4.641109 

'IUTAL 8.326723 7.601527 7.045453 7.130107 ·7.863857 10.934407 11.655589 12.528342 



TABLE XII 

Evaluation of C~ from Strain Gage Re~dings in Table IV 

Case 
X (ft) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

-
o.5417 -1.284830 -1.137571 - .785203 .124644 .143577 - .584300 - .823595 -1.070253 
1.0417 -2.0126o7 -1.882142 -1.345109 .341840 .406567 - .748407 -1.108451 -1.446246 
1.5417 -1.927876 -1.903927 -1.423455 .643623 .808271 - .212545 - .601713 - .917537 
2.0417 -2.047649 -1.302329 - .977242 1.060496 1.321.d33 .814699 .521328 .297335 
2.5417 - .019741 .123384 .111045 1.641003 2.028427 2.215970 2.233244 2.159214 

3.0417 2.172392 2.025011 1.506231 2.131125 2.673486 3.861375 4. 215089 4.474479 
3.5417 3.439692 3.371094 2.675316 2.453189 3.165300 4.896579 5.455162 6.003944 
4.0417 2.580881 2.662901 2.504330 1.908321 2.252803 2.616423 2.873418 3.182358 
4.5417 .260192 .269274 .275177 .114834 .084006 .081282 .091272 .111252 
5.0417 1.077954 1.123825 1.155934 4.123749 5.192530 5.206291 5.275096 5.330141 
5.5 25.278984 24.785435 25.602876 38.126692 39.884962 39.468530 39.545646 39.962079 
SUM 27.517392 28.134955 29.299900 52.669516 57.964062 57.615897 57.676496 58.087425 
11.23Bl13MA 33.929717 27.954795 22.747806 0 0 22.747806 27.954795 33.929717 
TOTAL 61.447109 56.089750 52.047706 52.669516 57.964062 80.363703 85;.631·291 92.017142 



COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

In the foregoing it has been shown that the test re~ults 
can be interpreted in terms of a polynomial of any desired degree. 
The higher the degree of the polynomial, .the more coefficients will 
be needed. It follows that the higher the degree, the greater will 
also be the numerical work required for determination of the neces
sary coefficientso 

The curves thus arrived at are each more representative 
of the observational data than any other curve of the same degree. 
In order to determine which degree polynomial is the best fitting, 
it ~ecome~ necess~ to compute for all the different degrees the 
quantity 

S = ' ( y. - Y~ ) 
2 

~ I 1,0 (41) 

These quantities are compared and the degree polynomial, for which 
this sum of the squares of the differences between the theoretical 
and the observed values is a minimum, is listed for the first five 
cases, as found from measured deflections and strains, in Table 
XIII. 

Deflections and strains--Considerable agreement was found 
to exist between the pressure diagrams derived by observed deflec
tions and recorded bending strains. In Figure 13 and Figure 14 are 
plotted the diagrams for the first five cases as shown in Figure 11. 
For Case 1, it will be recalled that the deflections of the aluminum 
membrane were reduced by the application of a restraining moment at 
the top of the membrqne. The two curves corresponding to this con
dition "bulge" away from the membrane and thus indicate an accumu
lation of pressure near the center portion of the loaded part. 

As the restraining moment is decreased (Cases 2 and 3) 
and finally is removed (Case 4), there is a gradual r.eduction of 
pressure. The consolidation of the san~which resulted from pro
longed vibrations, caused an increase in the pressure (Case 5). 

In both Figures 13 ~nd 14 the conventional pressure, 
according to Rankine's theory, has been plotted as a dotted line. 
With a u..~i t weight of 108 pounds per cubic foot and an angle of "in
ternal friction of 35 degrees (as found by direct mea.surements), 
the maximum press.ure at the bottom of the box will be 
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108 x 2.5 x tan
2 

( 45°- 3
2
50

) = 73.2 I bs. per sq. ft. 

= 6.1 lbs. per lin. ft., per 

in. width of plate. 

Of the five curves in Figure 13 all but one came. out 
parabol-3s, but it is interesting to note thAt they all ha.ve VBry 
slj ght curvatures ::md are very close to strrdght lines. FnrthE!r
mcre, Table XIIIA indic~tes that the differences in fitness between 
the straieht lines ~nd the parabol~s are, except in Case 4, very 
sm.:llo 

Every one of the five curves in Figure 14 is a parabola, 
hut according to T~ble XIIIH the corresponding straieht lines all, 
except for Case 5, fit for all practical purposes as well as the 
para.bolas. The curvc:.tures of the parabolas for the first four 
cases are extremely slieht,making them appe:u- almost. like strRight 
lines. 

Passive pressures--A reapnltcRtion of the restraining 
moment ~t the top of the membrane (see Figure 11, Cases 6, 7, and 
8) reduced the deflections by forcing it against the fill. The 
re~:mlt. was a very large incre~se in pressure, as shown in Figure 15. 
The increRses were especi~lly large where the deflections were re
duced the most, near the center of the plate. 

A compArison between straight lines and parabolas by 
least squares left no doubt as to the best fit; the sums of the 
squ~res for the former were from two to three times those for the 
latter. 

Curvature--The results from the curvnture me~surements 
are not ccnsidered sntisf~.ctory. In order to m~ke this report com
plete, they are presented in Figure 16. In all C.:l.ses the par!:tbola 
fitted better than the straight line, but due to insufficient a.ccu
racy of the instrument (Figure 8) which was used for measurements, 
these pc?.r~bolas all have very sharp curvAtures and two of them even 
show ne~~tive pressures at the bottom. It is believed, however, 
that an improved design of the curvature indicator, using a more 
accurnte dial, will give results comparable to those obtained from 
measured deflPctions and bending strainso 



COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

CASE 

1st. Oeoree 

2nd. Degree 

TABLE XDI 

A. 8 y Measured Deflections 

Quantities 2 (Yi- Y1,0 )

2 
· 

I -2 3 4 

.198 .039 .023 .064 

.138 .024 .016 • 788 

B. By Measured Strains 

Ll 

5 

.091 

.086 

~ ~ d2 d2 l2 
Quantities Proportional to L ~dx~)i-{dx~)i,~ • 

CASE I 2 3 4 5 

1st. Degree .476. .575 . 148 .098 .113 

2nd. Degree .467 .565 .146 .096 .OS5 

C. By Measured Curvatures 

Quantities Proportional to""'~::~).- (~:I).l
2

. L~ , .,~ 

CASE I 2 3 4 5 

1st. Degree .974 .813 .406 .670 .532 

2nd. Degree .452 .407 . 172 .416 .369 
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44 ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION 

The Engineerine Experiment Station of the University of Minne
sota was established by an act of the Board of Repents on December 
13, 1921. 

The purpose of the st~tion is to advance res~arch and graduate 
study i:1. the I:1.stitute of TechnoloRV, to conduct scientific and.in
dllstrial investir--Ptions, !lnd to coopera.t~ with govcrnrnent:~l bodies, 
techni~al societies, associ~tions, industries, or public utilities 
in tr,c sclution of technir-al problems. The results of scientific 
investi?ntions will b~ published in the form of bulletins and tech
nical papers. I:formation which is of general interest !lnd yet not 
the result of orir,inal rese.1rch may be distributed in the form of 
circulars. 

For a complete list of publications or other information con
cerning the work or the St~tion, address the Direc·tor of the Engi
neering Experiment Station. 

BULLETINS AVAILABLE 

12. Thermal Conductivity of Building M::Jterials, by Frank B. Rowley 
and A. B. Algren. x + 134 pages, 109 illustrations. 1937. 
$1.50. (Purchased through University Press.) 

14. ·square Sections of Reinforced Concrete under Thrust and Nonsym
netrical Bending, by Paul Andersen. vi + 42 pages, 8 figures, 
23 diar-rams. 1939. 

15. Laboratory Studies of Asphalt Cements, by Fred C. Lang and T. W. 
Thomas. x + 96 pages, 1~3 illustrations. 193?. 

16. Factors Affecting the Performance and Rating of Air Filters, by 
Frank B. Rowley and Richard C. Jordan. viii + 54 pages, 21 
illustrations. 1939. 

18. Condensation of Moisture and Its Rel!ltion to Building Construc
tion and Operation, by Frank B. Rowley, A. B. A1gren, and 
C. E. Lund. vi + 69 pages, 28 illustrations. 1941. 

19. Pulp, Paper, and Insula.tion ]~ill Waste Analysis, by Frank B. 
Rowley, Richard C. Jordan, Reuben M. Olson, and Richard F. 
Huettl. vi + 55 pages, 34 illustrations. 1942. 

20. Conservation of Fuel, by Fr~nk B. Rowley, Richard C. Jordan, 
and C. E. Lund. vi + 61 pages, 22 illustrations, 17 tables. 
1943. 

21. Aids to Techriical Writing, by R. C. Jordan and ~!.. ,J. Edwards. 
viii + 112 pages, 60 illustrations, 13 tables. May, 1944. 

24. Factors Affecti~g Heat Transmission through Insulated Walls, by 
Frank B. Rowley and C. E. Lund. iv + 25 pages, 8 illustra
tions, 8 t~bles. April, 1946. 

2S. Vapor Resistant Coatings for Structural Insulating Board, by 
Frank B. Rowley, M. H. ta.Joy and E. T. Erickson. vi + 31 
pages, 9 illustrations, 10 tables. September, 1946. 
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26. Moisture and Temperature Control in Buildines Utilizing Struc
tural Insul~.tinr, Board, by Frank B. Rowley, t~ill~rd H. LaJoy, 
and Einar T. Erickson. vj + 38 pages, 16 illustr~tions, 8 
tables. July, 1947. 

27. Water Permeability of Structural Clay Tile Facing Walls, by J. A. 
Wise. iv + 32 p;'lges, 26 illustrations, 4 b1bles. August, 
1948. 

28. Thermal Properti~s of Soils, by Miles S. Kersten. xiv + 227 
pages, 138 fiP,Ures, 15 tab1es, S pl~tes. June, 1949. 

29. Proceedings of the $ymposium on Enr,ineering Rese~rch, edited by 
C. E. Lund. x + 110 pages. August, 1949. 

)0. Some Causes of Paint Peeling, by Frank B. Rowley and Mill~rd H. 
LaJoy. vi + 34 pages, 23 illustrations, 11 tables. Septem
ber, 1949. 

TECHNICAL PAPERS AVAILABLE 

1. Condensation within Walls, by Frank B. Rowley, A. B. Algren, and 
C. E. Lund. 12 pages. January, 1938. 

3. Air Filter Performance as Affected by Kind of Dust, Rate of Dust 
Feed, and Air Velocity through Filter, hy Frank B. Rowley and 
R. C. Jordan. 10 pages. June, 1938. 

32. Construction and Operation of a 15-inch Cupola, by Fulton Holtby. 
4 pages. August, 1941. 

42. Abnormal Currents in Distribution Tr:msformers Due to Lightning, 
by J. M. Bryant and M. Newm;m. S pages. September, 1942. 

46. Discolorat3on 1\~ethod of R~.tinr, Air F1lter, by F'r~.nk B. Rowley 
and R. C. Jordan. 10 pares. Serte~hcr, l~hl. 

hR. Valve Guide Lea.bwe in <m Autorr.oti.ve 'S!1.gin~, by~~'. A. Linde~a.n 
and B. ti. Robertson. 22 pap;es. M~y, l9hh. 

52. Carbon Dioxide Variation in A_ Vented. St1.ck, by ~.~. H. L~Joy. 27 
p~ges. MA_y, 1945. 

53. Thermal Conductivity of I:1sulating t~a.terial ~t Low }lean Tempera
tures, by Frank B. RowlP.y, R. C. Jord~n, !ind R. M. Lander. 
6 page~. December, 19ltrJ. 

~6. Calculation of Bearing Capacities of Footings by Circular Arcs, 
by Paul Andersen. 3 pages. June, 1946. 

60. Comfort- Re~ctions of 275 Workmen during Occupancy of Air-Condi
tioned Offices, by Frank B. Rowley, R. C. Jordan, and W. E. 
Snyder. 1+ p~ges. Ju.'1e, 1947. 

62. A Statistical A'1alysis of Water Works D~ta for 1945, by G. J. 
Schroepfer, A. S. Johnson, H. F. Seidel, and M. B. Al-Hakim. 
32 pages. October, 1948. 

63. Theory and Use of Capillary Tube Expansion Device, by M. Y.. Bol
stad and R. C. Jordan. 6 pages. December, 1948. 

64. Heating Panel Time RRsponse Study, by A. B. Algren and Ben Cis
eel. 4 pages. March, 1949. 
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65. Impact Strength 'I'nsting !Ka~hine, by F'r~nk B. Row.ley and t~. H. 

I,a,Joy. 16 P·1fPS. ,Tun~, 1949. 
bb. Ground TP.mperaturAs as ,~ffect~d by WAath~r Conditions, by A. B. 

AL~~n. 6 pares. June, 1949. 
67. 1'heory and Psr: o_r Cari llary Tu 'ce Exp:ws ion D~vice, P~rt II, Non

adiabatic Flow, by N.. H. Bolstad nnc1 R. C. Jordan. 7 pages. 
J1.me, 19!~?. 

613. Tbermal Concbctivity of Soils, by]!. S. K('!rst~en. July, l9h9. 
69. Specific Hnat 'T'~sts on Soi1s, hy ?·.~. S. Kersten. 5 p:::tgcs. t'::ty, 

1?49. 
72. R.esistance Gr?.d:i~nts through Viscous Co~tRd Air Filt8rs, by 

Fran~-{ B. Rowley and R. C. Jordan. 8 pages. De~eT"lher, 19/l). 

CIRCL~RS AVAILABLE 

3. fl. Five-Year M-2ch-1.nir:al ~nginePrine Cnrr'iculurn, by R. C. Jordan. 
5 pages. ~T::mu;)ry, 19h7. 

~~. The Transrurt c'r Sclid !articles in a Fl1Jid StrPam--A Bibliog
ra:rh:r ·~vl th !1bstracts, by W.ickl iffe B. Hendry. 28 paf"PS. 
GctcbPr, 1 s;·!J9. 


